SERVICE PROVIDERS REQUIRED FOR CATEGORY –III, 2.5 TON VESSELS STATIONED AT COCHIN & CALICUT
Service providers with genuine spare accessibility are required for maintenance of 04 Category III vessels of COMMISSINERATE OF CUSTOMS (PREVENTIVE), COCHIN.

These vessels are of Singapore origin 9M long GRP made and fitted with two 250 HP Mercury mariner outboard engines. 2.5 ton vessels are equipped with GPS, radar, Satellite communication system and VHF/UHF System onboard.

Engine maintenance routines such as 100Hrly, 300Hrly, Top /Major overhauling of engines. Servicing of Gear box, steering system & navigational and communicational equipment’s needs to be done with replacement of spares. Service providers must be having access to genuine spares of engines for defect rectification and routine maintenance as well. Vessels need to be hauled up in cradles for underwater hull cleaning and painting with anti-fouling paint as six monthly routine depend on condition. The spares not available have to be provided by the service provider.

Bidders may get the technical details from Assistant Director (Marine), Room 306, C.R Building, I.S. Press Road, Cochin-18. (0484-2390299). They can also visit vessels for inspection with permission from authority within 15 days.

Sealed quotes may be rendered to,

ADDITIONAL COMMISSIONER OF CUSTOMS (PREV)
C.R. BUILDING, I.S. PRESS ROAD, COCHIN-18.